17% increase in the number of Systematic education students in training institutions
in the governmental sector 2020/2021
Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, issued today

/

/ 2022

"Annual Bulletin of Education and Training Statistics in Training Institutions in governmental and
Private Sectors of 2020/2021 Which aims to monitor types of training in governmental and Private
Sectors aiming to develop human skills and gain additional expertise in various specialization .
Most important indicators:
Percentage distribution of training institutions in the

First: Training institutions in governmental and
private sectors:

governmental sector by governorates in 2020 /2021

- 590 are total number of training institutions in
2020 / 2021, compared to 609 institutions in
2019 /2020, decrease by 3.1 %.
- The reason for such decline is due to some training
institutions closure as a result of Covid-19
pandemic.
- Cairo has the largest number of these institutions
with 121 institutions followed by Kalyoubia with 41
institutions.
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Percentage distribution of training institutions in
governmental sector systematic / unsystematic in accordance
to specialization in 2020/2021

1- Governmental Sector:

- 481 training institutions followed governmental sector (systematic/ unsystematic) * in 020/2021,
compared to 487 establishments in 2019/2020, decrease by 1.2%.
- The largest number of these establishments was
in Cairo, 109 institutions, representing 22.7%
other
Computer
of the total number of institutions.
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- Nursing specialization has the largest number
of these institutions with 188 training
institutions by 39.1 % of the total number of
Nursing
Administr…
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training institutions in governmental sector
(systematic/ unsystematic).
* Systematic education: It follows the method of formal
education and grants an academic certificate.
* Unsystematic education: It follows the method of
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training courses and it does not grant an academic certificate.
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Private Sector:
- 109 is number of vocational training centers in Ministry of Social Solidarity training
institutionsf which (4 systematic, 105 unsystematic)in 2020/2021, compared 122 centers
which (9 systematic, 113 unsystematic)in 2019/2020, decrease by 10.7 %.
- Suez Governorate ranked first among the rest of the governorates in terms of the number of
these centers with a total of 14 vocational training centers by 12.8 %, followed by Cairo
Governorate with 12 training centers by 11 % of the total number of vocational training centers
in the Republic.

Second: Training institutions Students
- 100126 systematic education students in training institutions in governmental sector 2020/2021,
compared to 85609 students in 2019/2020, an increase by 17%.
- 2161 systematic students in vocational training centers (private sector) in 2020/2021, compared
to 4791 students in 2019/2020, decrease by 54.9 %, the reason for such decline is
due to closure of some training institutions as a result of Covid-19 pandemic.

Third: Training institutions Graduates

- Number of systematic education graduates in governmental sector reached 32438 graduates
during 2020/2021, compared to 25384 graduates in 2019/2020, an increase by 27.8 %.
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